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APPENDIX A - Definitions
Administrative segregation: A non-punitive form of separation from the general population to ensure the safety of
detainees or others, the protection of property, or the security or good order of the facility, as determined by a facility
administrator or supervisor. Administrative segregation may be available, among other reasons, for detainees awaiting
investigations or hearings for violations of facility rules, detainees scheduled for release, removal, or transfer within 24
hours, and, under more limited circumstances, detainees who require protective custody or separation from the general
population for medical reasons.
Attempted Escape: a detainee or an inmate did something that was a substantial step toward escaping from custody, mere
preparation would not be considered a substantial step toward committing the crime of attempted escape. A person
missing a count because they were not in the specified location during the count, but are still on the grounds of the facility
should not be counted as an attempted escape. Some examples of attempted escape are an overt act to break out of
custody, such as trying to break free from an escorting Officer when at an outside clinic or damaging facility plant
features to gain access to the outside (i.e. tunneling, scraping bars or walls to create egress).
Average daily population (ADP): The average daily population is based on the Manday count. For every detainee in a
facility for the midnight count corresponds to one Manday. The ADP is the number of Mandays for a given time period,
divided by the number of days in that time period.
Calculated use of force: Calculated use of force occurs in situations where the detainee is disruptive and is not
complying with verbal directions. If a detainee is in a location where there is no immediate threat to the detainee or others
(for example, a locked cell or range), staff shall take the time to assess the possibility of resolving the situation without
resorting to force. Calculated use of force typically involves specially trained staff and needs to be authorized in advance
by the facility administrator (or designee).
Chemical use of force: The use of chemical agents, such as pepper spray, to temporarily immobilize or incapacitate a
detainee in order to bring a situation under control.
Detainee physical assault on staff: This includes one or more detainees engaging in an act of violence against a staff
member(s) with the intention to harm through force or violence. The item labeled with serious injury required
urgent/immediate medical attention and restricted usual activities for the staff member(s).
Disciplinary infractions: Enter the number of charges for each month, not the number of detainees charged. For
example, if one incident incurred five charges, enter five not one. This is also the case for disciplinary infractions found
guilty.
Disciplinary segregation: A punitive form of separation from the general population used for disciplinary reasons that is
available only after a formal finding that the detainee is guilty of a serious prohibited act or rule violation.
Facility operator: This can be either a public or private entity, such as GEO, CoreCivic or a Sheriff etc.
Four/five point restraints: A restraint system that confines an individual to a bed, bunk or restraint chair in either a
supine or prone position.
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Formal grievance: A written complaint by a detainee regarding custody treatment, medial treatment, policies and
procedures, or other unsatisfactory conditions of confinement.
Hunger strike: A voluntary fast undertaken as a means of protest or manipulation, regardless if the detainee actually
declares that he or she is on a hunger strike. Staff are required to refer any detainee who is observed to have not eaten for
72 hours for medical evaluation and monitoring.
Immediate use of force: This occurs when staff must respond without delay to a situation because a detainee’s behavior
constitutes a serious and immediate threat to self, staff, another detainee, property, or the security and orderly operation of
the facility.
Manday(s): A measure of bed space use by detainees. The Manday count is based on whether a detainee is in the facility
for the midnight count. For every detainee in a facility for the midnight count, that corresponds to one Manday. The bookin day is counted as a manday. The book-out day is not counted as a manday. A detainee may occupy two mandays on one
calendar day if he is booked-in and booked-out from one facility and booked in at another facility on the same day.
Non-lethal weapons: Examples of non-lethal weapons are a collapsible steel baton, a straight or riot baton, taser or
impact munitions. Do not include OC (pepper spray) under the use of force and restraints: incidents where non-lethal
weapons were used; OC (pepper spray) should be counted under the uses of force with chemical agents.
Outside medical referrals: This includes medical appointments, non-emergency referrals, or specialty appointments.
Physical assault(s): This includes one or more detainees or inmates engaging in an act of violence against another ICE
detainee or staff member with the intention to harm through force or violence. The items labeled with serious injury
required urgent/immediate medical attention and restricted usual activities.
Sexual abuse and assault: Sexual abuse or assault involves one or more detainees or inmates who, by force, coercion, or
intimidation, engages in or attempts to engage in a sexual act. This includes touching of the genitalia, anus, groin, breast,
inner thighs or buttocks, either directly or through the clothing. Sexual abuse of an ICE detainee by a staff member,
contractor, or volunteer includes the above and also indecent, profane or abusive language aimed at coercing or pressuring
a detainee to engage in a sexual act; repeated sexual statements or comments; display of his or her uncovered genitalia,
buttocks, or breast in the presence of a detainee; and voyeurism, which is defined as the inappropriate visual surveillance
of a detainee for reasons unrelated to official duties. For a more detailed definition, refer to the Department of Homeland
Security regulation 6 CFR Part 115 titled “Standards To Prevent, Detect, and Respond to Sexual Abuse and Assault in
Confinement Facilities.”
Staff misconduct: Any incident or allegation of staff misconduct if that misconduct relates to treatment of ICE detainees,
to the security or safety of the facility, or to compliance with detention standards or the provisions of the facility’s contract
with ICE.
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